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In her recent essay, “Lizard People in the Library,” Barbara Fister argues that “systems designed to share information virally pose a serious threat to democracy.” As librarians and educators, we have an obligation to
help students understand and navigate online platforms that spread misinformation at alarming rates and, in
the process, contribute to the erosion of democratic norms and values. Unfortunately, research suggests we
might be failing in this regard (Head, Fister, and MacMillan, 2020; Wineburg, Breakstone, Ziv, and Smith,
2020). In this talk, we will describe the development and implementation of the University of Louisville’s
Citizen Literacy online toolkit, which provides teaching faculty with videos and other materials they can use
to incorporate news literacy, algorithmic literacy, and related skills into courses across disciplines. We will
discuss design considerations as well as strategies for engaging faculty with information literacy instruction in
the context of democratic citizenship.

Rob begins
Lizard Reference— Fister article

Introductions
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Audience of librarians—we know misinformation,
disinformation, and malinformation are deeply
problematic.
Two of the most high-profile and highconsequence examples: the COVID-19 pandemic
and the “big lie” about election fraud in the United
States.

“Plandemic,” conspiracy theory video about COVID-19 featuring discredited scientist, Dr. Judy Mikovits,
shared more than eight million times on social media sites in about a week (https://
www.nytimes.com/2020/05/20/technology/plandemic-movie-youtube-facebook-coronavirus.html).
AVAAZ study shows that, despite apparent efforts to minimize misinformation on social media, bad actors
and social media algorithms spread misinformation to a substantial degree.
Lies about election fraud, along with other conspiracy theories, contributed to the insurrection at the U.S.
Capitol.
Barbara Fister’s quote highlights the role that online information systems and their algorithms play in spreading misinformation (including lizard people conspiracies) and the resulting threat to democratic society. Fister
calls on educators to “frame discussions of knowledge through the lens of democracy” and to emphasize expert voices, ethical research, and vetted information sources.
Though her essay appeared after we released Citizen Literacy, this is the foundation of what we’re
attempting to do with this project.
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Project Information Literacy studies on algorithms and news indicate that students struggle
to navigate the news ecosystem and suggest that
professors aren’t doing enough to engage students with the nature of social media and other
online platforms, even as students distrust online
information and are aware of problems with personal privacy and surveillance by tech companies.

A series of studies from the Stanford History Education Group has repeatedly shown that large percentages
of students struggle to evaluate online information, often because they are using techniques they learned
from teachers and librarians (CRAAP test, “About” pages,” fixation on top-level domain, etc.).
“Students’ Civic Online Reasoning: A National Portrait” (2021), https://purl.stanford.edu/cz440cm8408

IL partnerships and projects:
•

Comm 111 session on evaluating information
(last iteration focused on news literacy and
conspiracy theories; new online version focuses on lateral reading)

•

300-level Honors course, The Online Misinformation Economy: Lies, Conspiracies, and
Fake News

Anecdotal experience working with students in one-shot sessions (e.g., students’ fixation on top-level domains, as confirmed by Stanford History Education Group).
Attended College of Business professor Abby Koenig’s campus talk on algorithmic literacy.
The concept of “citizen literacy” seemed to be the ideal way to synthesize our experiences and threads from
current research, as well as our desire to encourage faculty to incorporate information literacy into their own
classes and disciplines, beyond what we can do in the one-shot. It also allowed us to expand our suite of
online information literacy tools.
The 2020 presidential election in the U.S. seemed like the perfect time to launch such a project.
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[Amber begins]

Hello! I’m Amber Willenborg, Online & Undergraduate Learning Coordinator at the UofL Libraries, and I’m going to talk about how we developed Citizen Literacy and our process for creating the site’s content.

So Rob talked about the research background of
the project and that was definitely part of the
inspiration but there were other factors at play
in the development of Citizen Literacy as well.
One of those factors was the contentious presidential election in the United States at that time
and all of the misinformation surrounding that
election.

Another factor was a talk by a professor here at UofL that Rob attended on algorithmic literacy. After that
talk, he came to my office and was brainstorming about, how do we bring together all of these threads
around misinformation and fake news and the election and online algorithms into a cohesive educational
tool? And that was the first time we really talked about what would become Citizen Literacy.
So we had these ideas floating around and then soon after that, the pandemic hit and we began working at
home. So of course there was a growing emphasis on online instruction in our work so it just made sense to
get going on this project since it is an online resource. And once we got into the swing of working remotely
and summer hit which is a slower time for us, we had the ability to really focus on this project. The timeline
from start to finish was May through August. And this aggressive timeline was due to wanting to get it done
over the summer and also wanting to market the site in connection to the presidential election.
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We knew from the start that we wanted videos to be the main content of the site, so in
May we began working on choosing content
and Rob began writing scripts for Citizen Literacy videos.
As far as the content we chose to include on
the site, we started with a list of potential topics and kind of just picked and chose the best
ones for Rob to start scripting.
Rob would write a script and then I would work on the video while he worked on another script. The content
we created kind of informed what other topics we still needed to include or what didn’t really seem to fit
with the direction the site was going. As we created content, we had a clearer vision of the direction we were
going.
One other thing that really made this project go pretty quickly is that it was just the two of us working on it
until Terri started creating the site. We were the only two making decisions and were really able to stay true
to our vision that we’d had from the beginning and shape the project how we wanted.
Rob wrote all of the video scripts and he said that he tried to write them how he teaches, taking big concepts
and making them approachable for students while not talking down to them. And the videos all have a kind
of humorous, sarcastic tone to them and that was intentional. We didn’t want these to sound super teacherly
but also didn’t want to sound like we’re trying to be hip.

So the topics that we ultimately included in the
site were News Literacy, Algorithmic Literacy,
Lateral Reading, Evaluating Expertise, Informed
Voting, and a Misinformation Lexicon.
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As far as content included for each topic,
each part has one or two videos as the main
content, a printable handout, one or two
teaching activities for instructors, and linked
sources and further reading, with the exception of the misinformation lexicon which is
just text content with a handout and further
reading.

Like I said, we had planned on videos for the
main content from the beginning. We wanted to create videos that were really dynamic
and engaging for students but still looked
professional so that faculty would want to
use them.
We decided to go with animated videos because they’re eye-catching and great for describing concepts as opposed to demon-

strating skills like a screencast video on how to use a databases.
I used Powtoon to create all of our video content. Powtoon is a cloud-based animation program that has
templates and searchable drag-and-drop content so it’s really easy to use.
There is a free version but you can only create videos up to three minutes. Our videos are all between 2 and
4 minutes so I got the Student EDU Plan for $4/month.
Some of the scripts Rob wrote were a little longer than what we’d want in a typical video so some of the
content is split into two videos with the first video explaining a concept and the second presenting action
steps for students to take.
And all of the videos were uploaded to YouTube and captioned for accessibility.
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We also created supplemental, printable
handouts for each topic.
These were created in Piktochart, which again
has a free version that lets you create five visuals. I’ve had an individual education pro plan
since before beginning this project and that’s
$40/year.

Each handout covers the main points of the videos with greater emphasis being placed on the action steps
so the handout is more like a how-to.
And these were downloaded from Piktochart as PNGs for Terri to add to the site with alternative text for accessibility.

As Rob mentioned, we really wanted to create
something that faculty could use in their own
classes and disciplines without necessarily
needing a librarian’s involvement.
So to that end, it was really important for us
to include teaching activities to give faculty
ideas for how to integrate these topics into
their disciplinary content beyond just showing
a video in class and not connecting it to what
students are learning in that class.
Each activity includes language about how faculty might make the activity discipline specific. You can see
from the example on the screen that this fake news activity asks instructors to choose a news story relevant
to their discipline or course, and then it also gives some examples of how to incorporate discipline-specific
discussion questions into the activity, like asking students to think about the ethical implications of sharing
fake news or the effect of fake news on voter behavior.
So we really wanted teaching faculty to understand that these topics are not only extremely important to talk
to students about in general, but that they also can be directly tied to disciplinary content in college-level
courses.
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So Rob and I were creating all of this great content over the summer in the form of videos and
handouts and teaching activities but we have
no abilities to make a website beyond creating
a LibGuide--and what we didn't want to do was
put all of this great content on a regular LibGuide.
We had worked with Terri before on other similar projects where we needed to get content up
on our website in a way that looked really good. She designed our Research DIY and Productive Researcher
Portal websites so we knew we were going to need her help with this.
For this project, we involved Terri while we were in the midst of creating content so that we had a really solid
idea of where the project was going so we could give her something to work with. We created a shared Box
space to add content to while Terri worked on designing the site around that content and sending us examples for feedback.
And now Terri’s going talk all about site design!

Hi, I’m Terri Holtze, Head of Web Services for the
University of Louisville Libraries.
I’m always excited when I get to work on a project
with great content and help design it for maximum
usability. In libraries, design is often neglected as
“not as important” as content. But that’s a misconception, especially on the web.
Design is part of how people use the material, and
it’s part of how people judge the validity of the
content. Poorly-designed sites drive people away
from using the content while well-designed sites
help them to interact with it.
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For my portion of the presentation, I’m going to
talk about how the site is organized, some of
the sources of inspiration and design considerations for the home page, the modules template,
and the graphics used throughout.

I frequently look at other libraries’ sites for
inspiration. I keep a running list of links to design elements or organization systems that I
like.
I’ve also found museum sites to be aspirational—especially for exhibit designs and projects
with a limited amount of content.
Dribbble is a great, purely design-specific tool
where you can see what designers in all formats are working on. I like it as a palette cleanser—to clear out
any stickiness of old ways of doing things and think about things with a fresh perspective.
CodePen is a huge help for me. Rather than spend time building elements from scratch, I can look at code
bits that others have designed.
In fact the Citizen Literacy project card layout was inspired by the card pictured in the upper right here that I
found on CodePen.

We use the LibGuides Content Management System for our primary, public-facing website.
Considering the content I decided to make the
Citizen Literacy material it’s own group in the
CMS. This meant that all the content could share
a common base URL without having to create a
single, seriously complicated guide that would
be difficult to update.
It also makes the breadcrumbs link back to the
project homepage.
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One of the concerns that the content writers had
was that they didn’t want it to look like a standard LibGuide.
So we worked back and forth to come up with a
design with more pizzazz. I used shadow effects
and card layout to put the emphasis on the modules.
And gave the page title a little extra accent to
make it different from other LibGuides in our
system.
I used one stylesheet for the home page and a
separate stylesheet that applied to all of the
module guides.

Each module box on the home page is actually a
standard LibGuide box. I hid the box’s border
and title and entered the content using the
HTML source view.
I created a template for the HTML that got edited for the content of each.
You can see an abbreviated version of the
HTML here. Abbreviated because—if you’ve
ever worked with SVG, you know how long the
code for a single SVG can be.
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Each module is it’s own guide in the LibGuides
group for Citizen Literacy.
I’ve hidden the tabs that LibGuides automatically creates for each page of the guide, instead
creating a right-side navigation that gets users
to each element. This box is created on the first
page of the guide and reused on all the other
pages of that guide.
This navigation allowed us to carry the icon
theme forward from the home page into each
of the modules.

Throughout the site design we use a single family of graphics and a limited color palette to help
tie all the material together visually.

The icons we used came from Flaticon. Some of
the images on Flaticon, including these, are free
to use with credit. We provide credit to images
we use in a single page on our site.
https://library.louisville.edu/image-credits
I like using SVGs because regardless of the size at which they’re rendered, they are crystal clear. And since
every bit of the image is in the code, you can edit it. So when I created the cards on the homepage you can
see that I edited the SVGs so that the background of the circle matches the color of the card’s bottom border.

And as on every site, I made a few adjustments for responsive design and tested for accessibility before releasing it.
Rob is going to finish up with how the project was rolled out.
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[Rob begins]

Promotion via Liaison News email, social media campaign (including volunteers from the
libraries), other campus news channels.
Also, promoted on professional listservs as
well.

Campus presentations
•

Presented at the Center for Teaching and Learning’s leadership team meeting.

•

Standalone workshop, sponsored by our Center for Teaching and Learning, on lateral reading.

•

Celebration of Teaching and Learning presentation

•

In the workshops, we led the faculty through activities and had them think through applications to their
own disciplines.

Integrated lateral reading into our online instruction module for Communications 111 and have used Citizen
Literacy content in other classes.
•

Conducted a workshop for a Spanish 499 course on Spain and race, where the faculty member wanted to
show how skills with analyzing primary sources could be applied to contemporary news sources.

•

Pro and con aspects: Session went very well and showed the value of librarian expertise, but also showed
the professor wasn’t yet comfortable integrating this material on his own. Need to consider this for the
future.

Lateral Reading video, over 12,000 views. Other videos have combined views of about
6,800.
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